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I. INTRODUCTION 

The field of computer vision has recently experienced        
tremendous progress due to advances in deep learning [1].         
This development holds particular promise in applications for        
plant research, due to a significant increase in the scale of           
image data harvesting and a strong field-driven interest in the          
automated processing of observable phenotypes and visible       
traits within agronomically important species. 

Parallel developments have occurred in semantic      
computing; for example, new ontologies have been initiated to         
capture plant traits and disease indicators [2]. When these         
ontologies are combined with existing segmentation      
capabilities [3], it is possible to conceptualize software        
applications that give researchers the ability to analyze large         
quantities of plant phenotype image data, and to auto-annotate         
that data with meaningful, computable semantic terminology.  

We have previously reported on a software application that         
integrates segmentation and ontologies, but lacked the ability        
to manage very high-resolution images, and also lacked a         
database platform to allow for high-volume storage       
requirements. We have also previously reported our migration        
of the AISO [4] user-guided segmentation feature to a BisQue          
(Bio-Image Semantic Query User Environment) [5] module to        
take advantage of its increased power, ability to scale, secure          
data management environment, and collaborative software      
ecosystem.  

Neither AISO nor our initial BisQue implementation       
possessed a machine-learning component for interpreting      
(parts of) images. Plant researchers could benefit greatly from         
a trained classification model that predicts image annotations        
with a high degree of accuracy. We have therefore         
implemented two deep-learning prototypes: a coarse      
classification module for plant object identification (i.e.       
flower, fruit) and a fine-grained classification module that        
focuses on plant traits (e.g. reticulate vs. parallel venation, tip          

shape). Both classification models return results mapped to        
ontology terms as a form of annotation enrichment. This         
current version of the Planteome Deep Segmenter module [6]         
combines image classification with optional guided      
segmentation and ontology annotation. We have most recently        
run the module on local Planteome BisQue client services, and          
are currently working with CyVerse [7] to install a hosted          
version on their BisQue client service. 

II. RELEVANT WORK 

The state-of-the-art models for classifying images typically        
use a hierarchy of filter convolutions for extracting        
discriminative image features from raw pixels and then map         
these deep image features to class predictions using a         
hierarchy of linear regressions. The former computing module        
is called convolutional layers, and the latter, fully connected         
layers. A number of convolutional layers followed by        
fully-connected layers constitutes a typical deep convolutional       
neural network (CNN). The literature presents a host of CNNs          
that are successful in image classification on big datasets,         
including AlexNet [8], ResNet [9], GoogLeNet [10], VGGNet        
[11] etc. These CNNs differ in the number of convolutional          
and fully-connected layers used, and their connectivity. Most        
of them are too complex and require a huge amount of training            
data, which is not suitable for our domain where expert          
annotations of images are usually scarce. In our work, we train           
ResNet [9] models for the task of image classification, for          
both the coarse classification of plant images and fine-grained         
leaf trait classification. We use segmentation with the dynamic         
graph-cuts algorithm [12] as an optional pre-processing step.        
While CNNs aimed directly at semantic segmentation of        
images have also been studied in the deep learning literature          
[13][14], they typically require a huge amount of pixel-wise         
ground-truth annotations, which are not available in our        
domain. Therefore, we have decided to use the pre-processing         
segmentation step for delineating important image parts, and        
then apply to the selected image segments our ResNet for          
coarse and fine classification.  
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Previous work for classification of leaves, like LeafSnap [15],         
attempted to identify specific species of leaves. In contrast         
with that work, our goal is to identify specific leaf traits that            
can be mapped to pre-existing ontology terms for any leaf          
species, even when the input image contains a leaf that has not            
been seen in the training dataset. We are not aware of any            
other work that attempts to classify leaf traits with ontological          
labelling in a given image. 
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
The latest iteration of our module on the BisQue platform          

preserves and extends the functionality of both AISO and our          
original BisQue segmentation efforts. The input consists of        
optional freeline user-guided markup on a selected image        
along with an interface for specifying module behavior. The         
markup defines the foreground and background of the image.         
The user then has the ability to perform exact object          
segmentation on any visual element of interest utilizing a         
Dynamic Graph Cuts algorithm. Our interface allows varying        
the segmentation quality in order to allow users to control the           
computational overhead of the segmentation. 

The BisQue platform provides access to an online image         
library, along with annotations associated with graphical       
object on the images. The platform provides the ability to          
analyze segmentation results from previous module outputs in        
the form of overlayed graphical annotations in an image. 

We augment the segmentation capabilities of the module        
with machine learning algorithms that can automatically       
extract semantic information from either the entire input        
image, or a segmented part of it. To this end we introduce two             
tasks: coarse plant classification and fine-grained leaf part        
classification. For the first task, we want to identify the class           
of a plant image, categorizing it to one of five categories,           
namely ‘leaf’, ‘fruit’, ‘flower’, ‘stem’ and ‘entire plant’. The         
segmentation and classification functionality of our module is        
shown in Figure 1(a-b).  

 

 

Figure 1a. User guided markup on an image uploaded to the           
database. Markup includes foreground and background      
annotations for identifying the plant part of interest. 

 

 

Figure 1b. Classification results over the segmented part        
of the image, accompanied by the ontology PO-term for         
the identified plant. The user can follow the provided         
link to the corresponding ontology for more information        
about the identified plant term. 

 

 

Figure 2. The same image can be used for segmentation          
of different plant parts. The segmented part, identified as         
a leaf, can be further classified using the fine-grained         
leaf classification model. 

For the second task, given an image of a leaf, we want to             
simultaneously classify multiple leaf characteristics, like leaf       
tip shape and leaf venation as shown in Fig. 3.  

 

Figure 3. Fine-grained leaf classification. Each leaf 
characteristic is classified, and a link is provided for the 
corresponding ontology term. 
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The above functionality can be combined with the        
segmentation capabilities of our module, to produce       
classification of specific parts of the image. The user interface          
allows the segmentation and classification to be enabled        
separately or in combination. To enable better module        
portability, we isolate our deep learning framework within a         
virtual environment that uses PyTorch [16] and opencv [17]         
for all image operations.  

Figure 4. Desktop annotation tool, used for labelling        
fine-grained leaf characteristics. On the right, each       
classification field can be expanded so that we can find the           
corresponding field’s classification label. The toolbar helps       
with image manipulation in order to identify these        
classification labels. 
 

For our task of supervised classification of images, we         
make use of the ImageClef 2013 plant identification dataset         
[18]. The dataset contains labels for the five classes in the           
aforementioned coarse plant classification task. We augment       
the dataset with a selection of images collected by the Jaiswal           
lab. For fine-grained leaf classification, we needed additional        
labels for each leaf characteristic to be classified. To that end,           
we developed a desktop annotator tool (Fig 4) [19], which          
enabled fast annotations of leaf characteristics based on        
reference images tagged with the appropriate terms. The        
annotation process using this tool resulted 549 fully annotated         
leaf images, selected from the subset of the aforementioned         
dataset when the leaves were presented clearly on a sheet          
(leaf-on-sheet pre-annotated category). Generalizing to natural      
images of leaves requires the use of the segmentation         
capabilities of our module to isolate a leaf in an image. 

The deep learning models we employ are based on the          
ResNet architecture, a type of convolutional neural network.        
For the coarse classification task, we train ResNet-50 on the          
augmented ImageClef 2013 dataset, using the category labels        
provided in the dataset. For fine-grained classification, we find         
that ResNet-50 overfits the training set (i.e., cannot generalize         
well to new images that are not in the training set), so we             
reduce the number of model parameters by using ResNet-18.         
The model acts as a feature extractor, on top of which we            

append parallel fully connected layers, one for each leaf trait.          
In this way we obtain multiple predictions for each image. The           
selection of the appropriate model is done through the         
interface, where a multiple choice menu allows the user to          
select either the coarse or the fine-grained classification        
pre-trained model to use in the module. 

For each classification result provided by our models, a         
corresponding PO (Plant Ontology) or PATO (Phenotype And        
Trait Ontology) term is supplied that connects the class of an           
object with the correct ontology term. These terms can be          
accessed online through a supplied hyperlink, which maps all         
classes to their ontology through the Planteome database of         
ontologies. 

IV. RESULTS 

 
We report our classification results in Tables 1 and 2. In            

Table 1 we show the confusion matrix for the five categories.           
In a confusion matrix, the labels at the top row represent the            
predictions of the classifier, while the ground truth labels are          
represented in the left column. For example, the entry ‘21’ in           
the second row represents the fact that 21 testing samples were           
predicted as flower, but were actually of the fruit category.          
The diagonal entries represent predictions that were actually        
correct (the predicted and ground truth labels match). where         
correct predictions correspond to the diagonal entries. We        
obtain an accuracy of 91%. Our results for fine-grained         
classification of leaf traits are shown in Table 2. Each column           
represents a category, where each category contains a varying         
number of classes, so that multiple classification results have         
been grouped together in different classification tasks. In        
Table 2, we also compare with a baseline approach which          
represents random guessing over the classes of each category.         
The results reported were produced by k-fold cross validation,         
where 20% of the entire dataset of 549 leaves was used for the             
classifier’s testing accuracy, while the rest of the dataset was          
used for training the classifier. We repeat this process seven          
times on different, non-overlapping subsets of the dataset and         
average the testing set accuracy. The ‘Testing accuracy’ row         
contains these averaged testing accuracies after the       
aforementioned process has been completed. 
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 Fruit Flower Leaf Stem Entire 

Fruit 1896 21 13 2 7 

Flower 24 405 58 2 4 

Leaf 46 69 1062 1 33 

Stem  9 7 1 596 2 

Entire 64 18 99 4 648 

 
Table 1. Coarse classification task: Confusion matrix for 
the training set. Classification accuracy on the testing set 
is 91%. The table’s cells represent a sample from the 
testing set. That cell’s row label (leftmost column), 
shows the actual classification label. The cell’s column 
label (topmost row), shows the predicted classification 
label.  

 Leaf 
type 

Leaf 
shape 

Leaf base 
shape 

Leaf tip 
shape 

Leaf 
margin 

Leaf 
venation 

Testing 
Accuracy 

98.2% 41.7% 37.1% 29.9% 51.2% 96.0% 

Random 
Guessing 

50% 3.1% 10% 5.5% 2.6% 50% 

 
Table 2. Fine-grained leaf trait classification task:       
Classification accuracy on the testing set for each leaf         
trait. Unlike Table 1, we only show the actual accuracy          
percentages on the test set for the six classification fields. 

 

V. DISCUSSION 

User enhancements to our module interface have included        
differential markup line coloring (as shown in Fig. 2), free-line          
markup input, classification model selection and segmentation       
options. Our module not only provides segmentation of image         
parts that can later be annotated with ontology terms, but also           
the mapping of such segments to a predefined set of classes           
that already contain the cor responding ontology  
terms, providing users with the information related to the         
ontology of the selected segment. The ontology terms link         
directly to the planteome ontology database to provide all         
relevant information that the ontology term is associated with.         
Our module also allows the seamless integration of new deep          
models through the same interface, for other tasks related to          
plant classification. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed an effective suite of guided        
segmentation and auto-annotation tools that can be used for         
online image analysis. Integration of deep learning models        
with segmentation and ontology annotation functionality have       
provided a strong foundation for plant image analysis, and         

pave the way for future developments and more sophisticated         
learning models. Processing of high resolution digital images        
and management of high-throughput databases fulfill user       
needs in an era where more data becomes available as          
computational costs decrease dramatically. Future work will       
focus on online retraining of deep learning models, assembly         
and import of new models for new tasks, synchronous         
segmentation, more robust ontology metadata services, deeper       
semantic search integration with the BisQue platform, and        
public deployment and release of the software and source code          
(upon peer-reviewed publication; manuscript and hosted site       
are currently in preparation). We anticipate that further        
performance improvements could be made by expanding the        
initial training dataset of images with unannotated examples        
from the ImageClef dataset and then conducting       
semi-supervised training of our ResNet model for image        
classification. 
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